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MoparMan replied to Iwooo 's topic in Feature Suggestions. MoparMan replied to giovanny
castro 's topic in Feature Suggestions. We use technologies, such as cookies, to customise
content and advertising, to provide social media features and to analyse traffic to the site. We
also share information about your use of our site with our trusted social media, advertising and
analytics partners. See more about cookies and our Privacy Policy. Sign in with Facebook. Sign
in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign In With Apple. Search In. I was able to create a email I
could send out to my vendor with the full invoice parts, part numbers, and quantities. Then my
vendor will box it up and drop ship for me. My problem is I've lost my old template from way
back when. Basically I want to take and use the product notification and send a email invoice to
my vendor with the stuff the customer is wanting to buy. So take this which does me zero good
Then email this which covers everything I have the product listing t. That's what I did for 5 years
Losing traffic and search rankings dropped. Now I'm focused on speed and meeting Google
requirements and gain over 20, people per month and still growing. Traffic is improving and
speed is getting slower because the server is getting busier. So what I did in the last 3 month
netted me more than leaving it alone for 5 years and watched it fall apart. Better your speed
ranking the better your ranking of SEO with Google. Like currently to gain more speed and
reduce timings here. I've now downloaded a copy of my entire website. Now taking my
attachments which are mostly photos. Copied again on my local hard drive and going month by
month to re-compress all the photos down. When you run through all the folders there might be
a considerable saving of all the photos being re-compressed the marginal pages I've go. Like
what I'm used to That's cheating Where most of us use the Google adsense for income. Another
thing to look at is the test during peak traffic hours vs quiet time. I typically do my code work in
the quiet time so my test in the morning typically better than mid day or evening time when
busy. Timing wise is tough to work with growing traffic and times get longer. All the incomplete
invoices are annoyance to me for accounting purpose having to skip over all the incomplete
transactions. Searching out the completed transactions for sale tax and other thing you have to
account for. I've got a lot of people looking at stuff on my site and plan to purchase later. I also
use the invoice system for my business as working on customers trucks. Works great just wish
it would handle fractional quantity. Still waiting for the Google to retest all this. I'm in the
process of backing up all the attachments and now going to recompress all my attachments and
photos. I found a GUI style picture file compressor called "Trimage" then there is a terminal
based called "jpegoptim" that work directly on your server terminal. I'm going to do most of the
processing at home and re-upload the files again this way I don't tank the server load with
monster recompress of 8 GB of files. Currently on the desktop side the only poor. Terrible
support here as a priority user MoparMan replied to giovanny castro 's topic in Feature
Suggestions. Even myself I'm on VPS server. I know enough to be dangerous sometimes. Evil
Laughter. Like myself, I managed to pull it off Marginally but did it I've expanded more ads on
the thread listing page and the forum post pages too. Still managed to squeeze through barely
making it all fit. I'll use any web based test tool from the outside. I can't really use my browser
developer tools being my local internet here is slow. So the scores are always a touch lower and
never quite reach the mark ever. Now web based test like GT Metrix works well being it like any
customer coming to the site. Never mind I figured it out Also added the centering CSS code to
center the ads in the layout. I'm fighting to keep my ads the way they are laid out but the
Content Layout Shift is greater than 0. How can I give space for the Ads with out making padded
space too big for mobile or too small for desktop or just making a mess out of the layout. I did
find some google code in the CSS side but it doesn't seem to be working possibly being my
layout shift is too high yet. Thank you for the comments. The lurking comment was from the fact
I guys that call me later on and say yup I've been hanging around reading but I'm not computer
savvy but could you help me out getting signed up. So I talk them through that and typically
they are a keepers. I've got a huge load of guest looking daily. Slowly but surely they do join up
when there problems get bad enough on there vehicle. Nothing to watch being unpaid members
can only read Everything is visible for Google reasons but posting, replying, downloading, etc
all locked out till payment for there subscription is paid. Another trick if they are buying parts
off my store or I'm doing work on their truck then they automatically get a free subscription to
the site as well. Heck I make an hourly rate for my shop why is it any different if I'm giving
support in my shop physically one on one in person or one on one over the internet? Now the
old donation system that quote would be true. I only had 0. I just used the module for guest sign
up module and added my message to that module Why not peer-pressure people into
subscribing? I just recently swapped from donation based to subscription based. I allowed all
pages to be viewed for free but no posting or comments allowed for non-paying members. The
result for me has be a good gain in true traffic and income is much better. I did also post up that
I'm privately owned and not a corporate owned like my competition. People do understand this

difference and willing to pay for quality information. This was a good bonus for me. I will admit
it has been super huge challenge to gain the good ranking of the core web vitals. I've been
pulling out stuff left and right ditch excess graphics, functions, etc. Slowly gaining a bit of
ground and Google showed that I just only needed a bit more improvement. Couple days later
Google now took all the dekstop pages and marked them as poor again. Really tough to make a
perfect score even close being my biggest problem is Google Adsense and the CLS problem.
CLS is my biggest thing. Mostly cause by Google Adsense. Fly on the wall I'm going to look into
the "preload". Thanks to all that have been posting. I've been testing with a few different tools. If
you dig in you can see the waterfall and timing, cache times and expires. Want to move from.
Any one? Again I'm sure there is other that have moved over to the apache include files. I'm
trying to do away with. I would like to get the redirect command moved over there. It seem every
time I try the rewrite command isn't correct and not allowed. I'm sure someone here could
advise on how to convert that over? I would like to bind to Google Calendars. Yes I've seen the
iCalendar feed but that is the wrong direction. I want to send Website to Google. That way
Google calendars on my phone will be updated. So what is the URL of the Invision calendar?
So, I can import the website calendar to the Google calendar. Problem resolved Just to let you
know that when you copying the constants. Too late the site is down and crashed with error
code and support ticket started. Could I just got to phpmyadmin and tap the "empty" option and
wipe out 2. Sign in Sign Up. Important Information We use technologies, such as cookies, to
customise content and advertising, to provide social media features and to analyse traffic to the
site. I accept. The Family in need has three kids. The youngest of the three are twins. This
woman is working 2 jobs and has no help from the father. She's working for my good friend of a
member here who has a high end house cleaning company and she's doing care taking for Sr.
Citizens as a 2nd j She is currently renting a vehicle to get to work since she does not have
money to fix her car. Lets all pool together a few bucks and support a family in need! SDX race.
After that run record run. The boys and I pulled the rocker arms to check her out. I figured out
we had a burnt exhaust valve. Friday evening we were all a little bummed out. And got past that
round. Going into the finals. We ran a 5. My buddy HunterandRandi Snyder pinehillauto will
have us fixed up before the next race Ryan Milliken. We got us a Hot Rod Boys. Dial in your toe
from home with our toe-plate alignment kit! LED bulbs are in stock. Come on over and check it
out. Com is expanding the store a bit more and adding LED lighting to the mix. This is going to
start out basic and handle the exterior bulbs for now and then as things pick up I'll expand the
store more. Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot
account? See more of MoparMan. Com on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? Not Now. Visitor
Posts. Having trouble with a p code tried viewing your post on chat for Supposed to get inches
of snow need to solve this by Sunday. Com See More. Hey Need a little advice Did a cab swap
on a due to my son r I am at a loss Any clues. Do you have wiring diagram diagnostic with all for
wiring to VP and all sensors so I can start checking voltages and also do you have a list for all
ground connections mayb
youtube ford ranger
wiring diagram for dual battery system for boats
2006 dodge diesel
e I am missing 1 See More. This woman is working 2 jobs a Brent Borling October 22, It looks
like you may be having problems playing this video. If so, please try restarting your browser.
Posted by Stephen McNally. Stephen McNally September 19, September 28, Bagged Patina
September 3, John Gilbert is with Kyle Fischer and 12 others. September 2, Diesel Auto Power
supplies my parts as well Use code Mrs Whistlin at checkout so they know I sent you : Als Just
gotta drop in the exhaust brake September 4, Install Now. Luckless Outfitters August 31, Steer
Smarts. Shop Now. Steer Smarts August 10, Posted by Wayne Campbell. Wayne Campbell July
22, Karlie Sukowaty July 16, The Compression Ignition Army July 14, Ricky Fox July 4, It's a
joke, snowflakes LED is a great way to enhance lighting for your vehicle. This is going to start
the exterior lighting page. If you don't see what your are looking for please send me a Support
Ticket with Posted by Raymond Nieves. Raymond Nieves July 2, See More.

